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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL 
 
September 18, 2014 
 
To 
Mohammad Tanvi Newaz 
Assistant Professor 
BRAC Business School. 
 
Subject: Submission of Internship Report on “Training and Development Program for 
Increasing Employees Performance in Navana CNG Limited” 
 
 
Dear Sir, 
 
My report titled, “Training and Development Program for Increasing Employees Performance in 
Navana CNG Limited” is attached herewith.  
 
In this report I tried to present the training & development strategies exercised by Navana CNG 
Ltd. related to those with my learning from BBA courses and also tried to put some of my 
recommendations.  
 
Operating across the country Navana CNG Ltd. brings more than 12 years of experience to 
Bangladesh ensuring safe, reliable, cost-effective and efficient operation from all its fields. It is a 
unique experience to have worked for this company and I am truly grateful to you for giving me 
this opportunity to work on this case and hope that this internship affiliation report will prove to 
be of satisfaction.  
  
 
Sincerely yours,  
 
 
Rabbu Hossain 
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                                                            Executive Summary 
 
 
 
NAVANA GROUP is one of the most pioneer business organizations in our country. They are 
the introducer of the real estate business and CNG business in our country. NAVANA CNG 
Limited, a sister concern of NAVANA Group, is the leading CNG service provider in 
Bangladesh. These organizations have unique corporate culture and practices. They have a 
complete HR division and all the HR personnel are working together for ensuring more 
productivity, profitability and best use of their manpower.  
 
The main objective of the study is to analyze and evaluate the training program of NAVANA 
CNG and also find out how training programs are increasing employees performance. In these 
report I cover the different training and development program. HR department design different 
training and development program based on the employees training need and deficiencies in the 
particular field. Navana generally follows the three phases of training and human development. 
They are Training needs identification, Program design & delivery and Impact analysis.  
 
These reports briefly cover how training need can be identify and after the training need 
identification how the HR department design the training and development program and how the 
programs are implementing. HRIS also help them to find out the in house experts for conducting 
the training programs. I also try to mention how the different training program and development 
programs are monitoring by the HR department and how all of the HR practices of NAVANA 
group are related to my theoretical learning. Finally I cover the effectiveness of some of my 
academic learning with the different HR practices of NAVANA CNG. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
.  
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CHAPTER -ONE 
                           Background of the Study 
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1.1 Origin of the Report  
 
Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA) course requires 3 months attachment with an 
organization followed by a report assigned by the supervisor in the organization and endorsed by 
the faculty advisor. I took the opportunity to do my internship in Navana group corporate HR 
department. My topic of internship is authorized from the Deputy General manager of corporate 
HR Department. My faculty supervisor of BRAC Business School, BRAC University, also 
approved the topic and authorized me to prepare this report as part of the fulfillment of internship 
requirement.  
 
Background of the Report  
 
I have worked in HR Department of Navana Group, Gulshan (Head Office). In this report, I will 
try to make an overall analysis on how training and Development Program are Increasing 
Employees Performance in Navana CNG Limited. 
 
 
1.2 Objective of the Report 
I have set our objective in the following way- 
 
Broad Objective 
My main objective of preparing this report is to identify the problems to give proper solution 
about training and development program. 
 
Specific Objectives  
Firstly I want to find out what is training and development program and mainly focused on 
this issue, the research will go deep in this area to search details of the training programs that 
are practiced by the company and how help in increasing the employee’s performance in their 
designated job. So, in this report would be focused to find out how an organization links the 
training and development system with the performance appraisal. 
The study is also undertaken with the following objectives:  
 
 To find out the training need of different department employee.  
 To develop different training and development program. 
 To get an overall idea about the overall employee performance. 
 How to implement the training program. 
 To fulfill the requirement of the internship program under BBA program.  
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1.3 Scope of the study 
 
NAVANA has been playing an important role in economic development and contributing 
immensely to build the country. They have a complete HR department for their different 
business portfolio. They also have the different functional departments and a huge number of 
employees. So Navana group is a great ground for me to successful my internship purpose. 
 
 1.5 Methodology 
The primary data had been collected in various ways. The different sources were: 
. 
 Face to face conversations with the employees and opportunities were given by the 
management to work in relevant fields in NAVANA CNG. 
 By interviewing different administrative officers of NAVANA group. 
 Observing various organizational procedures. 
 
i. Secondary data were collected  
 From prior research report 
 From any information regarding the HR department. 
 From different books and periodicals related to the NAVANA CNG 
 From Annual Report and Internet.  
 
ii. Data collecting instruments 
In-depth interviews were conducted with various managers, employees of NAVANA CNG. A 
structured questionnaire was designed which was has been considered as the major tool of 
preparing the report.   
 
1.6 Limitation of the study 
 
 Large-scale research was not possible due to time constraints.  
 The research was conducted only within the NAVANA CNG, Gulshan Branch. 
 Relevant data and document collection were difficult due to the organization 
confidentiality. 
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CHAPTER -TWO 
                           Organizational Overview 
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2.1 Introduction:  
 
Surveys indicate that training and staff development are the leading issues for most personnel 
departments. Staff training is an element in raising morale because it sounds out people for 
possible future promotions. The aim should be to train and develop each employee so far as 
possible even if that means running the risk of losing them to other organizations. This growing 
awareness of the importance of training and development over the past decades is also supported 
by reports that employees were spending more in aggregate terms on these activities. 
  
Technological developments and organizational change have gradually caused some employers 
to realize that success lie in the skills and abilities of their employees thus this means 
considerable and continuous investment in training and development. This has been brought to 
light by the rise in human resources management, with its emphasis on the importance of people 
and the skills they possess in enhancing organizational efficiency. Such human resource 
management concepts such as “commitment” to the company and the growth in the “quality” 
movement have promoted senior management teams to realize the increased importance of 
training, employee development and long term education intended to mean basic instruction in 
knowledge and skills designed to enable people to make the most of life in general. There has 
also been increased recognition of the need to complement the qualities of employees with the 
needs of the organization. Such concepts require not only careful planning but also greater 
emphasis on employee development. 
 
 
 
2.2 About NAVANA CNG: 
 
NAVANA CNG Limited, a sister concern of NAVANA Group, is the leading CNG service 
provider in Bangladesh. This organization have years of experience in standard setter of CNG 
industry. At present NAVANA CNG has around 900 personnel in various department and 
branches around the country.  
NAVANA CNG Limited is the sole distributor of world famous CNG and LPG conversion kit 
manufacturer LANDIRENZO, s.p.a, Italy. NAVANA CNG Limited solely represents the 
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renowned manufacturer of CNG re-fueling station technology Safe s.r.l, Italy. It has also 
collaboration with OMNITEK, USA for diesel driven vehicle conversion into CNG. For fast 
filling system NAVANA CNG represents WEH, Germany and OMB Saleri, Italy make products 
in Bangladesh. It has set up a modern CNG cylinder re-testing centre in collaboration with 
AirBlast S.A, Argentina. NAVANA CNG Limited has also collaboration with NGV Motori, 
Italy for disel driven Generator conversion into diesel gas system. At present, NAVANA 
CNG Limited is running nine conversion workshops located at various location in Bangladesh 
five of them are at Dhaka, two are at Chittagong and the remaining two are at Sylhet and Bogra. 
 
 
2.2.1 Growth History of NAVANA CNG Ltd. 
 
June 2005 : Formed NAVANA Limited (CNG unit). 
February 2006 : Launched Petrol / Octane driven vehicle conversion into CNG. 
April 2006 : Started its journey as sole distributor of Landirenzo, s.p.a, Italy, in 
Bangladesh. 
July 2006 : Started its journey as sole distributor of Safe, s.r.l, Italy in Bangladesh. 
February 2007 : Started operation of CNG re-fueling station. 
July 2007 : launch CNG conversion workshop in Chittagong. 
March 2008 : Started 3-Wheeler vehicle conversion into CNG. 
April 2008 : Formed as NAVANA CNG Limited. 
July 2008 : Launched CNG conversion workshop at kallaynpur, Mirpur, Dhaka. 
August 2008 : Started Diesel driven vehicle conversion into CNG. 
March 2009 : Launched CNG conversion workshop in Sylhet. 
April 2009 : Started first unit of CNG Cylinder re-testing centre at kallaynpur, Mirpur, 
Dhaka. 
May 2009 : Started conversion of petrol/octane driven vehicle into LPG. 
May 2010 : Launched CNG conversion workshop at Uttar, Dhaka. 
July 2010 : Launched CNG conversion workshop in Bogra. 
February 2011 : Established CNG conversion workshop at Paltan, Dhaka. 
July 2011 : Started dedicated diesel conversion workshop at Dipnagar, Gabtoli, Dhaka. 
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February 2012 : Acting as exclusive agent of WEH, Germany & OMB, Italy products in 
Bangladesh. 
March 2012 : Started second unit of CNG Cylinder re-testing centre at Gabtoli, Dhaka. 
June 2012 : Started Diesel Generator conversion into Diesel Gas System. 
January 2013 : Launched Daughter Station on test at Gabtoli, Dhaka. 
February 2014 : Launched CNG conversion workshop at Kalurghat, Chittagong. 
 
 
 
2.2.2 Services of NAVANA CNG Limited: 
 
NAVANA CNG provides the following services: 
 Petrol /Octane driven vehicle conversion into CNG. 
 Diesel driven vehicle conversion into CNG. 
 Diesel Generator conversion into Diesel Gas System. 
 Selling gas through CNG re-fueling station. 
 Selling CNG re-fueling station on turn-key basis. 
 Selling CNG conversion kit, cylinder, and cylinder shut-off valve and re-fueling nozzle, 
receptacle etc. 
 Offering package maintenance program for CNG re-fueling station. 
 CNG cylinder Re-testing facility. 
 Providing training on CNG conversion and re-fueling station. 
  
 
CNG Refueling Station: 
NAVANA CNG has been collaborated with world famous Safe s.r.l, Italy for the operation of 
CNG re-fueling station and working as a sole distributor for marketing of Safe s.r.l, Italy make 
CNG compressor. NAVANA CNG installed its first CNG re-fueling station in February 2003. 
Now NAVANA CNG uses two types of compressor for setting up of CNG re-fueling station, one 
is electric driven compressor and the other is gas driven compressor. At present NAVANA 
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CNG has captured more than 50 % market share in Bangladesh by selling and installing CNG re-
fueling stations to the various customers and 17 nos. of own operating CNG re-fueling stations in 
all over Bangladesh. NAVANA CNG provides all kinds of support for installation and 
commissioning of CNG re-fueling station and 24 hours backup service by well-trained 
maintenance team to the customers. 
Additional features of CNG refueling station: 
 Gas engine/ Electric motor driven compressor. 
 Chiller for increasing filled gas quantity. 
 Low maintenance cost. 
 24 hours maintenance service. 
 Low electric consumption. 
 Bus filling technology. 
 Exclusive 4 nozzles dispenser. 
 Automatic billing system. 
 Fast filling nozzle. 
 Longer life for all moving parts. 
 Well trained engineers from Italy.  
  
 
Cylinder Retesting Facility: 
NAVANA CNG started as the first government approved CNG cylinder re-testing centre in 
Bangladesh in private sector. According to the recommendation of cylinder manufacturer, 
cylinder re-testing is required in every five years from cylinder manufacturing date to ensure 
100% safety of using CNG cylinder. NAVANA CNG cylinder re-testing centre is equipped with 
the most modern and computerized machines which are supplied and supported by world 
renowned company AirBlast, Argentina. Most of the engineers and technicians of NAVANA 
CNG Limited are skilled and well trained by Air Blast, Argentina, who are working in this re-
testing centre. 
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Why CNG Cylinder re-testing is required? 
 To ensure 100 % safety of using CNG cylinder. 
When Cylinder re-testing is required? 
 After every 5 years from the date of manufacturing. 
  
Diesel Driven Vehicle Conversion into CNG: 
Diesel driven vehicle conversion into CNG is one of the fastest growing business sector in 
Bangladesh. NAVANA CNG Limited started conversion of diesel driven vehicle into CNG on 
22nd June, 2004 by converting a HINO - FB2W mini bus. NAVANA CNG uses two types of 
system for diesel driven vehicle conversion into CNG, one is the Traditional Distributor System 
and the other is Electronic Ignition System of Omnitek Engineering Corporation, USA. This 
system is the world's number one system for retro-fitment and NAVANA CNG is the sole 
distributor of this product. This system ensures minimum gas consumption and quick pick-up 
with optimum power. Vehicle will be auto tuned depending on engine load, temperature and 
R.P.M Microprocessor always monitors engine by different types of sensors. 
Dipnagar workshop, which is dedicated for diesel driven vehicle conversion, has emerged as the 
largest diesel-CNG conversion workshop in the country. NAVANA CNG has already converted 
more than 1000 diesel vehicles of all brands like Hino, Isuzu, Tata, Ashok-Leyland, Toyota, 
Bedford etc. into CNG and all of these with utmost satisfaction of our customers'. 
  
Additional features of diesel Driven Vehicle Conversion into CNG : 
 Conversion and after sales services in Dhaka, Chittagong, Sylhet & Bogra. 
 Availability of spare parts is guaranteed. 
 Well trained engineers and technicians. 
 Highest experience in diesel driven vehicle conversion into CNG. 
 Latest technology. 
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Diesel generator conversion into diesel gas system: 
As a pioneer of CNG industry in Bangladesh NAVANA CNG Limited has started its latest 
project for conversion of diesel generator into Diesel Gas System. On 10th June 
2008, NAVANA CNG started diesel generator conversion by converting a 250 KVA 
CUMMINS, India and a 50 KVA KOHLER, USA make diesel generator into Diesel Gas 
System. NAVANA CNG has been collaborated with world renowned CNG kit manufacturer 
NGV motoring, Italy for converting diesel generator into Diesel Gas System and working as an 
exclusive distributor of NGV motoring in Bangladesh. 
  
Additional features of diesel generator conversion into diesel gas system: 
 Can be operated by Diesel or Diesel Gas System. 
 Reduce fuel cost up to 60 %. 
 ECU controlled system. 
 Low maintenance require than gas generator. 
 No major changes in the basic generator configuration. 
 Well trained engineers from NGV motori, Italy. 
 No loss of power after conversion. 
 Noise level remains almost same with original features after conversion. 
 No chance of injector blocking. 
 
Vehicle Fitness Checkup Station: 
To ensure best performance from vehicle, certain parts and systems of vehicles have to be 
checked at certain intervals as vehicle has thousands of moving parts, which are working 
together and by normal driving over time, some of these parts simply wear out or no longer 
perform the way they should. 
Proper and periodic fitness checkup of vehicle is the best way to reduce the chances of 
unexpected breakdown and costly repair. To check more in-depth of vehicle, NAVANA 
CNG offers a complete vehicle fitness checkup facility including hands-on inspection of the 
brake performance, suspension, sideslip, engine power, headlight and exhaust emission which 
ensure long life of your vehicle without any trouble.  
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Additional features of Vehicle Fitness Checkup Station: 
 Better engine performance ensures less fuel consumption & better emission and reduces the 
chances of major engine breakdown. 
 Ensures better brake performance in maximum load condition with proper control on vehicle. 
 Ensures better suspension performance of vehicle to ensure comfortable journey of users. 
 To ensure proper wheel alignment for vehicle turning to reduce wear & tear of vehicle tire. 
 Increases engine performance by testing smoke emission. 
 Reduces harmful exhaust emission which is produced during combustion. 
 Appropriate focus of head light ensures proper driving and reduces the chances of accident. 
 To measure the sound level and reduce sound pollution from environmental aspect. 
 
Engineering Workshop 
Our Services: 
1. Crank Shaft Grinding (6 Cylinder) 
2. Crank Shaft Grinding (4 Cylinder) 
3. Cam Shaft Grinding 
4. Cam Bush Fitting 
5. Block Facing 
6. Head Surfacing (6 Cylinder) 
7. Head Surfacing (4 Cylinder) 
8. Liner Setting 
9. Liner Making 
10. Liner Boring & Honing 
11. Valve Seat Replacing 
12. Valve Seat Making 
13. Valve Guide Replacing 
14. Connecting Bush Fitting 
15. Brake Drum Machining 
16. Disk Machining (Brake) 
17. Fly Wheel Machining 
18. Pressure Plate Machining 
19. Piston Assembling 
20. All kinds of Engine related work 
Additional features of engineering workshop: 
 Most modern automotive engineering machineries from renowned Pathak Machine Tools 
Company, India. 
 All kinds of Engine overhauling facility. 
 Follow engine catalogue to complete the work and delivery within minimum time 
duration. 
 Trained and experience Engineers & Technicians. 
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2.2.3 VISION: 
Our vision is to be the point of reference for complete CNG solution. 
2.2.4 MISSION: 
We strive to deliver defect free services and perpetuate an attitude of "do it right at the 
first time". 
2.2.5 SLOGAN: 
"For a clean alternative". 
 
2.2.6  Strengths: 
 Government approved first CNG Cylinder re-testing centre in private sector. 
 Certified, Skilled & well trained Engineers and Technicians. 
 Cylinder wall thickness is measured by Ultrasonic Thickness Tester. 
 Test mark sign is used after testing the fitness of the cylinder. 
 Testing procedures are maintained according to ISO 11439:2000 and BS 5430 standard. 
 We follow up Gas cylinder rules 1991 and CNG cylinder rules 2005, Govt. of 
Bangladesh. 
2.3  HR Hierarchy in NAVANA Group: 
 
 
Head of 
HRM
Senior HR 
Manager
HR 
Manager
HR 
Executive
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3.0 Training and Development Program: 
Training refers to the process of teaching or giving new or present employees the basic skills that 
is required for their current job. Employees have to know what the employer wants them to do 
and how to do those tasks and training is vital to know and perform their best in the present job. 
On the other hand, Development refers to the process that provides employee knowledge, skills 
and attitudes they will need to perform jobs they aspire to in future. 
 
Training and Human Resource Management (HRM) 
Human Resource (HR) department is the one under which training and development programs 
are being carried out. Along with other HR functions training and development has become 
equally a vital component. Those days had gone, when training was considered to be futile, 
waste of time, resources, and money. Now-a-days, training is an investment because the 
departments such as, marketing & sales, HR, production, finance, etc. depends on training for its 
survival. NAVANA also beliefs training is a great investment and weapons against less 
productivity.  So in order to carry out the successful HRM activities, organization needs to have 
effective training and development system to update employees’ skills and knowledge according 
to the needs of business. This would motivate employees to accomplish the organizational goals 
and thus increase their job satisfaction level. 
 
In the past, training and development program was used to focus mostly on technical skills for 
factory workers or for people working for manufacturing companies. Today, such technical 
training is not enough. Companies need to get adapted to new technological change, develop new 
products, provide better service quality and boost productivity in order to remain competitive. 
Moreover, employees need skills in team building, decision making, communication, 
technology, computer etc. Besides, they sometimes need to sit with the top management and 
identify the skills and knowledge required to achieve the strategic goals and objectives of the 
company. Sometimes employers take some steps for future development of the employees. These 
development programs may not help them in their present job but in future these employees will 
be turned as company’s assets and play a vital role in betterment and increasing productivity of 
the company. 
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3.1 Navana generally follows the three phases of training and human development-  
 
1) Training needs identification 
2) Program design & delivery 
3) Impact analysis 
 
3.1.1 Training needs identification: 
The company identifies whether the employees need training or not, whether they are efficient or 
not in performing their job effectively and efficiently. Moreover, if the company makes a huge 
profit in any of the year of its operation, employees may need training as their performance may 
not be up to the level. Again, employees may be efficient, but may not work well as they are not 
well-informed about the task they are required to perform. Generally, we look at the company’s 
performance rather than the employee’s performance. But the employee’s performance that is 
achieved through training reflects the company’s performance. Company provides training and 
development program to its employees. Besides, these assets play a vital role in improving and 
increasing productivity. Besides, the organisation analyses the training needs of its employees 
through the analysis given below: 
 
a) Gap Analysis 
b) Behavioural Analysis 
c) Functional Analysis 
d) Organisational requirements 
 
a) Gap Analysis 
All employees cannot equally perform, they sometimes lack of knowledge, skills, efficiency in 
decision-making etc. today, and job has become complex and employees need to know all the 
tasks of their and others tasks and work team wise. Employees who lack required skills and 
knowledge are identified and are provided with training program. 
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b) Behavioural Analysis 
Behaviour, attitudes, culture, working pattern of each employees are different. For this the 
organisation identifies those employees who works for the department latter and provides 
training and development program to improve their performance. Moreover, they have to work 
individually or in a team that are enhanced by means of teams based training. 
 
c) Functional Analysis 
The company lists the specific duties and skills required to perform the job and observe whether 
the employees can perform the duties effectively and efficiently or not, whether they possess the 
required skills or not. The supervisors report their observation in the managerial level and the 
selected employees are provided with the training. 
 
d) Organisational Requirements 
Employees need to know the mission, vision, objectives and goals of the company. They must 
understand their job and the company objective very well. The employees should know what the 
company wants them to do and how their performance will impact on the company objective. 
The organisation provides training program to its valuable employees in order to let them know 
the company requirements. 
 
 
3.1.2 Program design & delivery 
The organisation generally forms a team which designs and implements the training and 
development program. The team divides the employees into groups and designs program 
according to their needs. It sets the duration, timing and the specific training program for a 
certain number of employees and implements according to the design. For example, workshop 
workers are provided with training that improves their skills, helps them to increase and improve 
their production quality and perform their best. Again, employees in marketing, finance, 
management information system are also provided with relevant training and development 
program to improve their performance in their current and future job.  
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Selecting & dividing employees who need training: 
Training and development team designs and offers those to various departments, and then each 
department identifies the employees who need training. The line managers, supervisors and other 
people from mid-level management select the appropriate training program for the appropriate 
employee. Sometimes department gives options about various training programs to the 
employees and from them employees decide to have specific training and development programs 
based on their needs. An individual knows himself/herself best for which if he/she gets involved 
in identifying own training needs, then the true developments can come out. So, we encourage its 
employees to select their own training programs from the options. 
 
Implementing the training program: 
Training & development program is arranged and provided according to the number of 
employees, types and duration of the program. Recently conducted 14 days training program in 
given below:  
 
 
Week-1, on the job (Sun/Mon) 
Topic Class Duration Method Evaluation 
Procedure 
Job rotation & 
Supervising  
1 9:15am-2:00pm Observation Verbal 
feedback 
Break X 30 min x X 
Maintain 
discipline 
1 2:30pm-4:00pm Case study Group work 
Time 
Management 
1 4:00pm-5:00pm Monitoring Attendance 
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Week-1, off the job (Tue) 
Topic Class Duration Method Evaluation 
Procedure 
Seminar 1 5:15pm-6:10pm Lecture & 
Discussion 
Verbal 
feedback 
Class Break X 20 min x X 
Workshop 1 6:30pm-7:30pm Clips & Videos Group work 
 
Week-1, Customer Management (Wed/Thu) 
Topic Class Duration Method Evaluation 
Procedure 
Interpersonal skill 1 5:15pm-6:00pm Lecture & 
Discussion 
Verbal 
feedback 
Break x 20 min x x 
Interaction with 
customer 
1 6:20pm-6:50pm Case study Verbal 
feedback 
Communication skill 1 6:50pm-7:30pm Discussion Debate 
 
 
Week-2, Teamwork (Sun/Mon) 
Topic Class Duration Method Evaluation 
Procedure 
Cooperation to each 
other’s 
1 5:15pm-6:00pm Lecture & 
Discussion 
Verbal 
feedback 
Break x 20 min x x 
Maintaining group 1 6:20pm-6:50pm Case study Group work 
Team for resource 1 6:50pm-7:30pm Discussion Problem solve 
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Week-2, Competency (Tue) 
Topic Class Duration Method Evaluation 
Procedure 
Basic skill 1 5:15pm-6:00pm Lecture & 
Discussion 
Verbal feedback 
Break x 20 min x x 
Problem solving 
skill 
1 6:20pm-6:50pm Case study Group work 
Technical 
knowledge  
1 6:50pm-7:30pm Discussion Technical problem 
solve 
 
 
Week-2, Cross-functional training (Wed/Thu) 
 
 
 
Week-3, Presentation (Sat) 
Topic Class Duration Method Evaluation 
Procedure 
Group Presentation 
by the trainees 
1 10am-2pm, 
Brk-30min 
2:30pm-5:00pm 
Presentation Report 
 
 
 
 
 
Topic Class Duration Method Evaluation 
Procedure 
Assessment skills 1 5:15pm-6:00pm Discussion case 
study 
Case study 
Break x 20 min x x 
Self-motivate 1 6:20pm-6:50pm Case study Verbal feedback 
Complete 
documentation 
1 6:50pm-7:30pm Discussion Problematic solution 
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3.1.3 Impact analysis 
One of the most important phases in the training and development program is analysing the 
impact of the program on the trainee. In this case, the team and the supervisor evaluate the 
performance and their improvement of the trainees. They call for informal and formal interview 
to the employees and analyse whether the training program was beneficiary to them or not. They 
try to find out the performance of the employees after the training is up to the expected level or 
not. According to the findings, the team as well as the supervisor take further steps in human 
resource management and development. 
 
 
Follow two methods to evaluate the training of their employees 
1. Written test method. 
2. Feedback method. 
 
Here are the brief descriptions of these two methods: 
 
 Written test method 
As the name refers, written test is the evaluation method, where the validity or the adoptability of 
the trainees is measured in form of answering some kind of questions in written form. It can be 
like essay type question, multiple choice question etc. 
 
If an organization will be follow essay type questions and multiple choice questions as the 
evaluation method to see if the employees are getting the trainings or not. So, by going through 
the test scripts, the trainer or the employer gets to know about the employees, or the trainees, 
regarding their learning from the training programs. 
 
 Feedback method  
Unlike the written test method, feedback method is practiced after the training period and 
through the job. It is like, getting the employee feedback about the training they just came 
through and the assignments they are being given to perform according to the training. Are they 
having any kind of trouble matching the training experiences and the real life job experiences, 
are they showing any extra potential than any other employees and everything. 
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 After Evaluation Follow-ups: 
After all the training programs and evaluating the trained employees, we will some after 
evaluation follow ups. Here, supervisors set some kind of performance standards and measure 
the employees’ performance according to the standard and actions are taken accordingly. 
 
 If they found someone doing better than the standard level, they will be appraised. Those 
who perform below the standard level after the training, they would be trained again in the 
next session. 
 
 If they find some trained employees, doing better or their performance is higher than the 
preset standard level, those employees will be marked and they might be considered at the 
succession planning in an organization. If they found someone doing better than the standard 
level, they will be appraised. Those who perform below the standard level after the training, 
they would be trained again in the next session. 
 
 If any trained employees are found performing according to the standard level, it will be 
considered as a result of successful training. And they may be marked for some kind of 
advanced level training later on. 
 
 Finally regarding the follow-ups after the evaluation, it can be concluded by saying that if 
they find some trained employees performing below the standard performance level, they 
will be screened and they will be kept for training. They would be considered for the next 
training session, because, they did not adopt the training in perfect manner. 
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CHAPTER FOUR:  
   Critical observation: 
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4.1 Observed in the Organization 
This report covers an existing training & development system that has been observed in the last 
six months. The findings of this report describe the tasks that take place in the HR Department of 
NAVANA CNG limited. Here I mainly focused on the problems of the some inter division of the 
NAVANA CNG limited which findings are completely from my personal point of view. Those 
are given below: 
 
 Employee turnover rate is high sometimes because in the last few years many new CNG 
service providers come in the market and the new comers offer very high salary and 
incentives to hire NAVANA’s employee.  
 NCL is not fully IT based organization. Only the billing department is it based.  
 Internal control policy is not productive at NCL. 
 There is lack of awareness about talent management. 
 Awareness of culture is misplaced at NCL. For example, in the restaurants sometimes no 
alternative menu for some other religion people. 
 
4.2 Academic Preparation: 
After completing Bachelor in Business administration I did my internship is such a wonderful 
organization which provided lot of experience about the real business world. Doing my 
internship at NAVANA CNG Ltd is well organized and cordial branch to help internship student 
a lot. After working in a professional life I can understand one thing very clearly that is academic 
life and job life is totally different to each other. Whatever we study so far in our academic 
preparation is not so much related to our practical job life.  
Though I did my minor in HR, subject course is little bit relevant to our job sector because I am 
working in the HR Dept. which is fully HR environment. Besides that, Training & Development, 
Performance Management courses are little bit helpful to me. But some sort of case, I did not 
properly execute this course material to my job sector. Lacking of revision this course I was fail 
to execute this course. Our HR courses were pretty relevant to my working sector. BRAC 
University provides those proper guidance and discipline and nurturing ourselves that helps us to 
good performance in our job field. 
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CHAPTER Five 
  Learning from the internship program: 
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5.1 Implications to Organization: 
 
In the internship period in NCL I have learn lots of things.  
 How to deal with critical situation. 
 How to talk & deals with trainees.  
 How to analysis the statement of organization.    
 Necessity of documents for internal analysis. 
 How to deal with the management. 
 Always try to create and look for opportunity. 
 Think positive and find out opportunity in negativity. 
 Develop drive and talent to reach the desired destination. 
 Help others to get their support. 
 Try to enjoy the work, because if it was easy every one could do that. 
 Inspiration and motivation is important. 
 Always try to be truthful, honest and polite. 
 
 
5.2 Implications to University’s Internship Program: 
 
 I learned how to communicate with management, how to deal with critical situation, how to 
talk and how to keep continue corporate relationship. 
 I learned how to work with my colleagues in one office, how to cooperate with other officer, 
how to communicate with senior employee, how to do my all work in a due time.  
 I learned the major activities of training & performance appraisal systems. 
 I learned the different terms which is related with HR development.  
 One thing I can say clearly that internship program is fruitful to my career and future a lot. 
 This internship program encourages me to overcome challenges and execute my skills 
properly. 
 I gained more self-confidence. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
  Conclusion and Recommendation: 
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Recommendation: 
 
 
Although according to NAVANA CNG LTD. running normally, but some lacking have been 
found by analyzing the company’s weaknesses which include de-motivation of employees that 
increased the turnover rate of the company. So, like this there are other reasons for which the 
training and development system of NAVANA CNG LTD. cannot be said as fully appropriate to 
increase the performance level of its employees. Hence, some of the lacking of the training 
system is discussed below: 
 
 After undergoing the training program the trainees should be motivated to stay by providing 
them incentives. 
 The organization should gradually be fully facilitated by IT packages. 
 The internal control policy should be more extensive and more effective. 
 The training and development program does not include job rotation. This is depriving the 
employees from achieving greater task variety. For any employee, it is important to know 
how the other departments work if that employee has to understand the particular department 
that the employee belongs to better. 
 The current training and development program lacks situation analysis based training where 
employees are given real life situations that test how good or efficient employees are in 
handling real life problems. So the absence of training like this fails to prepare employees for 
uncertain and unexpected situations.  
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Conclusion: 
 
 
NAVANA CNG LTD. is known as one of the leading company among the local companies. 
According to their mission they are committed towards providing good quality service to 
increase the satisfaction level of its customers. It also mentioned that this would be done by 
means of is productive and efficient employees. 
 
In order to fulfill this mission NAVANA CNG LTD. will be making their employees as 
competitive advantage which can be done by proper training. This training would not only help 
employees to be productive in their present job, but also by means of development programs like 
competency based training are increasing the potentiality of the employees to perform future job. 
The effectiveness of these training programs is not only ensured by the proper evaluation but 
they are also linking it with the succession planning which are done for the employees who 
outperform after having training. 
 
However, it was also found after analyzing, some lacking is found in the company’s training and 
development system. In order to overcome these lacking, some recommendation has been made. 
Nevertheless, as business environment is getting competitive day by day, NAVANA CNG LTD. 
will be trying to align itself and its employees with the global business changes. This can be done 
by providing of training that would facilitate employees to gain new knowledge and skills. 
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